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Collier Stevens 

Pavilion Court limited 
clo 38 Glover Road 

WiIIsboough 

Ashford 

Kent TN24 ORS 
For the attention of Mrs Jacgui Uppielt 

Jf.03238.77 

19.5.2004 

Dear Jacqui 

Re Pavilion Court Limited 

In accordance with your instructions, we undertook an external visual inspection of 

the above property on Monday 17 May 2004. A full structural survey was not 

undertaken and an inspection was only from either the accessible areas of the 

scaffold or best vantage points. It was possible to gain access to the south block 

roof. although inspection was limited as a result of the nesting sea gulls presenting a 

health and safety risk. 

We make the following observations: 

1. The south block roof is in generally fair condition for its age and type. There 

is some slight lifting of comers to felt but the overlaps appear to be adequate 

and we do not feet that any immediate remedial wort< is necessary in this 

regard. We recommend that the roof is inspected on a bj·annual basis for 

deterioration and that the rainwater outlets and gutlers are also inspected 

and deared on a bi-annual basis. 

2. External decorations, sudl as they are, were In the process of being 

undertaken. You may consider it prudent to redecorate the render panel at 

the front of south block whilst high level access is available. 
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3. To the south block it is apparent that painting repairs have been undertaken 

in a number of areas and at varying times. We are not aware as to the 

various limes Ihat these have been undertaken but did note that. in nearly all 

cases, the repair had nol been undertaken to the highest standard and the 
repainting was, in many cases, now falling oul. 

The underlying and original mortar is particularly friable, especially 01'1 the 

exposed south and west facings elevations which are exposed to sea 

breeze. Defective pointing, such as this can result in damp penetration 

although in this Instance, where the greater majority of walls are of cavity 
construction, th is is of less concern save that corrosion can occur to cavity 

wall ties. We would recommend thai, within the next 3-5 yeats a programme 

of repointing is undertaken to all elevations. 

There are some limited areas of solid masonry wok and defective pointing to 

these may well cause internal damp penetration. 

4. The concrete lintels above many of the windows to the north block are 
deteriorating. The lintels are not of the highest quality and the cover to the 

underlying reinforcement was perhaps less than it ought to have been when 

constructed and, as a result of rust developing to the reinforcing bars, 
spooling of the concrete is occurring, 

Some repair works have been undertaken in the past to reface lintels, 

particularly to the north east elevation, but these are also now beginning to 

deteriorate and fall away. We recommend that to all of Ihese areas the 

lintels are checked while scaffold access is available and any loose sections 

of concrete are removed . Within the next 12 months it would be prudent to 

consider cutting back the lintels to expose rusted reinforcement and 

undertake repairs to the reinforcement and the concrete. 

5. Internally the commoo parts were in need of refurbishment. We are 
concerned to note that the panels covering the internal soil pipes are in the 

main of asbestos cement. We know you have this matter in hand but do 
draw your attention to recent asbestos legisialioo. A number of these panels 

are broken and we are of the view that within the next 12 mooths 

consideration ought to be given to the removal of the damaged panels and a 

replacement with a suitable product. 

The internal corridors are in need of decoration. 
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Intemal dampness has occurred around a number of the windows to the flats. This 

appears to be due primarily to the deterioration of the original timber windows and 

the break down of any seal between the windows and masonry. The replacement 
windows should largely resolve this problem. 

We trust the foregoing is in order, however, should you require further information, 

please do not hesitate 10 contact us accordingly. 

Yours sincerely 

. ~ 
I Q Steven Way sSe MRICS 



Pavilion Court - Folkestone 
Preliminary Planned Maintenance Overview 

Element Year 

1 :~ 3 4 5 

External Decoration X 

Repainting X 

Rood inspection and general maintenance X X X X X 

Lintel repairs to north block X 

Internal corridors - Pipe casings X 

Internal Common Parts - redecoration X 

Internal Common Parts - electrical testing X 

Internal Common Parts - fire alarm testing X X X X X 




